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Example 1 – A Wikipedia Entry
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Example 2 – A Milo Product Review
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Facts vs. Opinions
• Facts: objective expressions about entities, events and
their attributes, e.g. “I bought an iPhone yesterday”
• Opinions: subjective expressions of sentiments,
attitudes, emotions, appraisals or feelings toward
entities, events and their attributes, e.g. “I really love this
new camera”
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Facts vs. Opinions – An Article from NYT
•
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http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/24/technology/internet/24emotion.html?_r=2&pagewanted=all

Some Exceptions!
• Not all subjective sentences contain opinions, e.g.
– “I want a phone with good voice quality”

• Not all objective sentences contain no opinions, e.g.
– “The earphone broke in just two days!”
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History of Sentiment Analysis
• Individuals relied on a circle of
– Family
– Friends
– Colleagues

• Organizations used
– Polls
– Surveys
– Focus groups

• Sentiment analysis is growing rapidly
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Why Now?
• WWW has facilitated user-generated content
–
–
–
–
–

e-commerce sites
Forums
Discussion groups
Blogs
Twitter, etc.

• Advances in NLP and text-processing

• Distributed computing: e.g. Hadoop, Cloud
• Our focus: automatically mining opinions, challenging but useful
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Opinions and Market Research
http://www.fastcompany.com
/blog/kevinrandall/integratedbranding/market-research30-here-attitudes-meetalgorithms-sentimenta?partner=rss is from a
market-researcher’s
perspective

Practical Applications – Business &
Organizations
• Brand analysis

• Marketing
• Customer voice: e.g. products, tourism

• Event monitoring, e.g. site outage
• Commercial examples
– Radian6
– Lexalytics
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Practical Applications – Individuals
• Shopping research, e.g. product reviews
– http://www1.epinions.com/prices/Canon_PowerShot_SD1300_IS_IXUS_105_Digital_Camera
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Practical Applications – Individuals (cont.)
• Seeking out opinions on topics such as finance
–
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http://community.nytimes.com/comments/bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/03/10/where-all-the-mortgage-documentsgo/?scp=2&sq=refinance%20a%20loan&st=cse

Practical Applications – Advertising
• Placing ads in user-generated content
– http://www.zurich-hotels-booker.com/why-get-a-canon-powershot-a1200-98757.html
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Practical Applications – Opinion Search
• Providing general search for opinions, not facts

• Tons of social media applications
–
–
–
–
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TED
TWECAN
SocialMention
TweetSentiments

Opinion Search – One More Example
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The Problem
• A review example: (1) I bought an iPhone a few days ago. (2) It
was such a nice phone. (3) The touch screen was really cool. (4)
The voice quality was clear too. (5) Although the battery life was not
long, that is ok for me. (6) However, my mother was mad with me as
I did not tell her before I bought it. (7) She also thought the phone
was too expensive, and wanted me to return it to the shop. . . .

• Facts vs. opinions
• Opinions have targets (objects and their attributes) on
which opinions are expressed
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Definitions
• Object: an entity that can be a product, service, individual,
organization, event, or topic, e.g. iPhone

• Attribute: an object usually has two types of attributes
– Components, e.g. battery, keypad/touch screen
– Properties, e.g. size, weight, color, voice quality

• Explicit and implicit attributes
– Explicit attributes: those appearing in the opinion, e.g. “the battery
life of this phone is too short”
– Implicit attributes: those not appearing in the opinion, e.g. “this
phone is too large” (on attribute size)

• Opinion holder: the person or organization that expresses the opinion
• Opinion orientation (polarity): positive, negative, or neutral

• Opinion strength: level/scale/intensity of opinion indicating how
strong it is, e.g. contented  happy  joyous  ecstatic
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Key Elements of an Opinion
• Opinion: a person or organization that expresses a positive or
negative sentiment on a particular attribute of an object at a certain
time

• Quintuple: <object, attribute, orientation, opinion holder,
time>
– Some information may be implied due to pronouns, context, or
language conventions
– Some information available from document attributes
– In practice, not all five elements are needed
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Direct vs. Comparative Opinions
• Direct opinion: sentiment expressions on one or more attributes
of an object, e.g. products, services, events
– “The voice quality of this phone is fantastic”
– “After taking this medicine, my left knee feels worse”

• Comparative opinion: relations expressing similarities or
differences between two or more objects based on some of the
shared attributes of the objects, e.g.
– “The voice quality of camera x is better than that of camera y”

• There are some difficult cases which are not covered,
e.g. “The view finder and the lens of the camera are too
close to each other”
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Explicit vs. Implicit Opinions
• Sentence subjectivity: an objective sentence expresses some
factual information about the world, while a subjective sentence
expresses some personal feelings or beliefs

• Explicit opinion: an opinion on an attribute explicitly expressed in
a subjective sentence, e.g.
– “The voice quality of this phone is amazing”
– “This camera is too heavy”

• Implicit opinion: an opinion on an attribute implied in an objective
sentence, e.g.
– “The headset broke in two days”
– “Please bring back the old search”
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A Product Review Example
• An epinions.com product review for Canon PowerShot
SD1300 IS / Digital IXUS 105 Digital Camera
“My Canon Powershot takes great pictures! … My friend had
gotten one about a year ago and she loves it. So, after seeing her
enthusiasm about it I decided to get one and I will never go back
to any other camera. I absolutely love this camera. I believe that
every person on Earth should own one of these. … It is amazing!
... There is not one thing I hate about this product, which is
strange because I am a very picky person! …”

• What do we see in this example?
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Sentiment Analysis Tasks
• Goal: identify and classify opinions

• Task 1. Sentiment identification (Subjectivity
identification): identify whether a piece of text expresses
opinions
• Task 2. Sentiment orientation classification: determine
the orientation of an opinionated text
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Sentiment Analysis Levels
• Document-level: identify if the document (e.g. product
reviews, blogs, forum posts) expresses opinions and
whether the opinions are positive, negative, or neutral
• Sentence-level: identify if a sentence is opinionated and
whether the opinion is positive, negative, or neutral
• Attribute-level: extract the object attributes (e.g. image
quality, zoom size) that are the subject of an opinion and
the opinion orientations
• As the object becomes more granular, the
intensity/difficulty increases
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Document-level Sentiment Analysis
• Tasks: identify if the document expresses opinions and if
yes classify the document into positive, negative, or
neutral based on the overall sentiments expressed by
opinion holders
• Assumptions:
– the document is opinionated on a single object
– the opinions are from a single opinion holder

• Similar to but different from topic-based text
classification
– In topic-based text classification, topic words are important
– In sentiment classification, opinion words are more important,
e.g. wonderful, fabulous, terrible
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Opinion Words
• Also known as polarity words, sentiment words, opinion
lexicon, or opinion-bearing words, e.g.
– Positive: wonderful, elegant, amazing
– Negative: horrible, disgusting, poor

• Base type (examples above) and comparative type (e.g.
better, worse)
• How to generate them: more on this later
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A Simple Method – Counting Opinion Words
• Opinion/polarity words: dominating indicators of
sentiments, especially adjectives, adverbs, and verbs,
e.g. “I absolutely love this camera. It is amazing!”.
• Pre-defined opinion words: good, terrible, … (more on
this later)
• Assign orientation score (+1, -1) to all words
– Positive opinion words (+1): great, amazing, love
– Negative opinion words (-1): horrible, hate
– Strength value [0, 1] can be used too

• The orientation score of the document is the sum of
orientation scores of all opinion words found
– The previous review has an orientation score of 4 – 1 = 3
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Rule-based Method
• Is simply counting opinion words good enough? No!
– “There is not one thing I hate about this product”  Wrong

• We need to handle negation: “not … hate” implies like
– Simple rules can be manually created
• “not … negative”  positive
• “never … negative”  positive

– The previous review has a score of 4 + 1 = 5
– Note: negation needs to be handled with care, e.g. “not” in “not
only … but also” does not change the orientation
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Terminology
• Pattern/rule: a sequence of tokens

• Token: an abstraction of a word, represented using
lemma of a word, polarity tag, or Part Of Speech (POS)
[Brill, CANLP1992] tag. Two special tokens:
– TOPIC: an attribute, e.g. size, weight
– GAP_digit_digit: how many words can be skipping between two
tokens to allow more tolerant matching, e.g. GAP_1_2

• Polarity tag: positive, negative, neutral, NOT (negation)
• POS tag: NN (noun), VB (verb), JJ (adjective), RB
(adverb), IN (preposition) …
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Basic Opinion Rules – Label Sequential
Pattern (LSP) Matching
• Subject {like | adore | want | work} TOPIC  positive, e.g.
– “I like the old camera”

• Subject {is | are} {great | fantastic | simple | easy}  positive, e.g.
– “This camera is fantastic”

• TOPIC GAP_0_3 NOT work  negative, e.g.
– “The new search still does not work”

• Please do NOT VB  negative, e.g.
– “Please do not roll out this new search!”

• NOT GAP_0_3 {want | think | believe | need | get}  negative, e.g.
– “I do not want large size pictures in the Gallery window”

• {get | bring | give | put | change} GAP_0_3 TOPIC GAP_0_3 back 
positive
– “Please put the old search and browse back!”
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Limitation of Rule-based System
• An expensive task:
– Only a limited number of opinion words can be found
– Only a limited number of patterns can be created

• Can we automate the task with limited manual work?
e.g. find opinion words and their orientations
automatically
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Automatically Finding Opinion Words [Turney, ACL2002]
• Data: reviews from epinions.com on automobiles, banks,
movies and travel destinations
• Step 1. perform part of speech (POS) tagging and extract
phrases containing adjectives and adverbs based on
manually specified patterns
Table 1. Patterns of POS tags for extracting two-word phrases

– e.g. extract two consecutive words if the first word is adjective, the
second is a noun and the third (which is not extracted) is anything:
“this camera produces beautiful pictures”
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Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
• Step 2. estimate the orientation of each extracted phrase
using the PMI measure
– PMI is the amount of information that we acquire about the
presence of one of the words when we observe the other

– The opinion orientation (OO) of a phrase is computed based on
its association with the positive reference word “excellent” and its
association with the negative reference word “poor”
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PMI (cont.)
• Estimate probabilities with number of hits of search query
– For each search query, search engine returns the number of
relevant documents to the query, which is the number of hits

• Turney used AltaVista which had a NEAR operator,
which constrains the search to documents that contain
the words within 10 words of one another, in either order

• Examples:
– “low fees”, “JJ NNS”, 0.333
– “unethical practices”, “JJ NNS”, -8.484
– “low funds”, “JJ NNS”, -6.843
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Sentiment Orientation Classification
• Step 3. Compute the average semantic orientation of all
phrases in the review
– Classify as positive (recommended) or negative (not
recommended) based on the sign of the average
– Final classification accuracy:
• Automobiles – 84%
• Banks – 80%
• Movies – 66%
• Travel destinations – 71%

Note: Recent variations use more than two words to determine the
orientation
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Polarity Words Generation
• Manual: effective but expensive

• Dictionary-based: use a seed list and grow the list, e.g.
– SentiWordNet

• Corpus-based: rely on syntactic or co-occurrence
patterns in large text corpora [Hazivassiloglou & McKeown, ACL1997; Turney,
ACL2002; Yu & Hazivassiloglou, EMNLP2003, Kanayama & Nasukawa, EMNLP2006; Ding & Liu, SIGIR2007]
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ANEW: Affective Norms for English Words
http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/media/anewmessage.html is specific to English

Dictionary-based Approach – Bootstrapping
• Step 1. manually collect a small set of opinion words with
known orientations
– {glad}

• Step 2. search an online dictionary (e.g. WordNet [FellbaumC1998])
for their synonyms and antonyms to grow the word set [Hu & Liu,
KDD2004; Kim & Hovy, COLING2004]

– {glad, happy, joyful, delighted}; {sad, unhappy, sorry, heart-broken}

• Repeat steps 1 & 2 until no more new words are found
• Finally, manual inspection may be done for correction
• Additional information (e.g. glosses) from WordNet
Bergler, EACL2006] can be used
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[Andreevskaia &

Limitations of Dictionary-based Approach
• Cannot identify context-dependent opinion words

• Example 1: small
– “the LCD screen is too small” vs.
– “the camera is very small and easy to carry”

• Example 2: long
– “it takes a long time to focus” vs.
– “the battery life is long”
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Corpus-based Approach
• Rely on syntactic or co-occurrence patterns in large text
corpora [Hazivassiloglou & McKeown, ACL1997; Turney, ACL2002; Yu & Hazivassiloglou, EMNLP2003,
Kanayama & Nasukawa, EMNLP2006; Ding & Liu, SIGIR2007]

• Can find domain dependent orientations and/or context
dependent ones!
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An Example – Predicting the Sentiment
Orientations of Adjectives [Hazivassiloglou & McKeown, ACL1997]
• Start with a list of seed opinion adjective words

• Use linguistic constraints on connectives to identify additional
adjective opinion words and their orientations
– Sentiment consistency: conjoined adjectives usually have the same
orientations  This car is beautiful and spacious. (if beautiful is
positive, then spacious is positive too)
– Rules can be designed for different connectives: AND, OR, BUT,
EITHER-OR, NEITHER-NOR

• Use log-linear model to determine if two conjoined adjectives
are of the same or different orientations
• Use clustering to produce two sets of words, i.e. positive and
negative
• Data corpus: 21 million words from 1987 Wall Street Journal
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Another Example – Handling Context
Dependency [Ding & Liu, 2007, Lu et al, WWW2011]
• Finding domain opinion words is NOT sufficient
– one word may indicate different opinions in the same domain,
e.g. “The battery life is long” vs. “It takes a long time to focus”.

• Opinion context idea: use pairs of (object_attribute,
opinion_word)
• Determining opinion words and their orientations
together with the object attributes
• It can be used without a large corpus
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Manual  Automated: Can We Learn from
Examples?

45

Supervised Learning

New/test
documents

Classifier

Training documents
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Machine Learning

Supervised Learning (cont.)
• A machine learning technique: find patterns in known
examples and apply to new documents
– Training and testing examples
– A set of data features to represent documents

• Learning goal: target classes (e.g. positive vs. negative)
• Product reviews domain is very common
– Positive: 4-5 stars (thumbs up)
– Negative: 1-2 stars (thumbs down)
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Supervised Learning – Feature Extraction
• Terms and their frequency
– Unigram and more general n-grams
– Word position information
– Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) weighting

• Part of speech tags: adjectives are usually important indicators of
subjectivities and opinions

• Syntactic dependency, e.g.
– syntactic parsing tree

• For a more comprehensive survey of attributes, see [Pang and Lee, FATIR2008]
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Popular Supervised Learning Methods
• Naïve Bayes (NB):
– A simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes'
theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions

• Maximum Entropy (ME)
– A probabilistic model that estimates the conditional distribution of
the class label

• Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Pang et al, EMNLP2002]
– A representation of the examples as points in space in which
support vectors are computed to provide a best division of
points/examples into categories

• Logistic Regression (LR) Model [Pang & Lee, ACL 2005]
– A LR model predicts the classes from a set of variables that may
be continuous, discrete, or a mixture
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Domain Dependency Issue
• A classifier trained using opinionated documents from
domain A often performs poorly when tested on documents
from domain B
• Reason1: words used in different domains can be
substantially different, e.g.
– Cars vs. movies;
– Cameras vs. Strollers

• Reason 2: some words mean opposite in two domains, e.g.
– “unpredictable” may be negative in a car review, but positive in a
movie review [Turney, ACL2002]
– “cheap” may be positive in a travel/lodging review, but negative in a
toys review
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Domain Adaptation
• A well studied problem [Aue & Gamon, RANLP2005; Blitzer et al, ACL 2007; Yang et al,
TREC2006]

– Step 1. Use labeled data from one domain and unlabeled data
from both source the target domain and general opinion words as
features
– Step 2. Choose a set of pivot features which occur frequently in
both domains
– Step 3. Model correlations between the pivot features and all
other features by training linear pivot predictors to predict
occurrences of each pivot in the unlabeled data from both
domains
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Sentence-level Sentiment Analysis
• Document level sentiment analysis is too coarse for most
applications,  or ? e.g.
– “I bought a new X phone yesterday. The voice quality is super
and I really like it. However, it is a little bit heavy. Plus, the key
pad is too soft and it doesn’t feel comfortable. I think the image
quality is good enough but I am not sure about the battery life…”

• Task: determine whether a sentence s is subjective or objective,
and if s is subjective, determine whether its orientation is positive or
negative

• Assumptions:
– the sentence is opinionated on a single object
– the opinion is from a single opinion holder
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Learning Syntactic Patterns [Riloff & Wiebe, EMNLP2003]
• First, use high prevision but low recall classifiers to
automatically identify some subjective and objective
sentences
– A subjective classifier: the sentence contains two or more strong
subjective clues
– An objective classifier: the sentence contains no strong subjective
clues
– Based on manually collected single words and n-grams, which are
good subjective clues

• Second, learn a set of patterns from subjective and objective
sentences identified above
– Syntactic templates are used to restrict the kinds of patterns to be
discovered, e.g. <subject> active-verb  the customer complained

• Third, the learned patterns are used to extract more
subjective and objective sentences (the process can be
repeated)
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Attribute-level Sentiment Analysis
• A positive/negative document does not mean the author
likes/dislikes all attributes of the object [from Bing Liu’s chapter on sentiment
analysis]

• Attributes can be product properties, important topics, etc.
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Topic Identification – Pre-defined
• Obtain topics from database, e.g. product properties
(image size, quality, weight)
• Identify related topics, e.g.
– “the pictures are very clear”  explicit attribute: picture
– “It is small enough to fit easily in a coat pocket or purse” 
implicit topic: size

• Group related topics, e.g.
– Size <-> {large, small}
– Weight <-> {heavy, light}

• Require domain knowledge (metadata)
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Automated Topic Extraction – Examples
• Term Frequency (TF): favor frequently appearing words

• Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency
(TFIDF): favor words that appear frequently in one
document but relatively rarely in the corpus
• Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): identify topics that are
characterized by a distribution of words [Blei et al, JMLR2003]
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How LDA Works
• Traditional model: document-term matrix (each document is a vector in
the keyword space)

• New model:

– A new set of vectors to span the keyword space, which can better
represent each document
– From matrix theory, we know singular vectors of documents are such ones,
and the related singular values represent the importance of each singular
vector
– These singular vectors can be thought as unit vectors to define a new
coordinate system
– Keep the most important k singular vectors only
– Dimensionality reduction: project the documents to the new k-d space.
• KEY: we combine the useful information from multiple keyword vectors and put
it in one singular vector, so we need less vectors to represent the important
information in the original collection
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Examples of Extracted Topics
• A topic is characterized by a distribution over words

Orientation Classification for Each Topic
• Determine orientation of the opinion on each topic in a
sentence using any of the following:
– Counting polarity words
– Rule-based
– Supervise learning

• Aggregate all the opinions on each topic
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Comparative Sentiment Analysis
• Motivation: opinions on multiple objects

• Sentence-based analysis
• Comparatives, e.g.
–
–
–
–

“iPhone4 is better than Nexus”
“Movie-X is less emotional than Movie-Y”
“Bank-1's service is as good as Bank-2's service”
“Laptop-1 has a webcam, laptop-2 does not”

• Superlatives
– “The battery life of this phone is the longest”
– “This chair is the least stable”
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Detection of Comparisons
• Comparative adjectives, adverbs
– more, less, words ending in -er, etc

• Superlative adjectives, adverbs
– most, least, words ending in -est, etc

• Keywords
– same, similar, etc

• Learning patterns around keywords
– specialized sequence classification algorithms used [Jindal & Liu, 2006]
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Preferred Object Identification
• Objective of comparison

• Lexicon-based approach
– lists of positive/negative words, comparatives
• rules for combining them, e.g. decreasing comparative + negative
word  positive opinion
• domain knowledge, e.g. car-x gives higher mileage than car-y

• Areas of active research [Ganapathibhotla & Liu, 2008]
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Key Sentiment Analysis Applications
•
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Opinion Summarization

•

Opinion Search &
Retrieval

•

Opinion Spam & Opinion
Quality

Opinion Summarization
• Main objective: convert natural language text to
structured summary to gain insights and consumer
opinions
• Little academic research available but crucial to
applications
– E.g. movie review mining and summarization [Zhuang et al, CIKM2006]

• Visualization using bar chart or pie chart based on
quintuples
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Structured Opinion Summary
• An attribute-based summary of opinions on an object or
multiple competing objects [Hu & Liu, KDD2004; Liu et al, WWW2005; Zhai et al,
WSDM2011]
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Visualization of an Attribute-based Summary
• More straightforward via visualization
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Comparing Opinion Summaries of Multiple
Products
• More interesting to see a comparison between two or
more competing products

• Many other visualization approaches are available
Lee, FATIR2008]
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[Pang &

Summaries without Opinions
• Many types of summaries without opinions are also very useful and
informative
• Attribute buzz summary: shows the relative frequency of attribute
mentions, e.g. transaction security in an online banking study
• Object buzz summary: shows the frequency of mentions of different
competing products
• Sentiment trending: reports the trend of sentiments over time
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Sentiment Summarization Using Traditional
Techniques
• Research in traditional text summarization is rich, see
Document Understanding Conference (DUC)
• Produce a textual summary for a single document or
multiple documents based on
– Abstraction: generate natural language sentences using
predefined templates, e.g. “Most people are positive about cell
phone 1 and negative about cell phone 2”.
– Extraction: keyword and key sentence extraction

• Limitation: qualitative but not quantitative
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Opinion Search and Retrieval
• Find public opinions on a particular object or an attribute
of the object, e.g. customer opinions on iPad2 or Japan
nuclear crisis
• Find opinions of a person or organization (i.e. opinion
holder) on a particular object or an attribute of the object,
e.g. find Barack Obama’s opinion on Japan nuclear crisis
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Main Tasks
• Data acquisition: crawling and indexing Web documents

• Document retrieval: retrieving relevant
documents/sentences to the query (same as
conventional search engines)
• Sentiment analysis: determining whether the
documents/sentences express opinions and whether the
opinions are positive or negative (i.e. sentiment analysis
• Opinion ranking: ranking opinionated documents
according to certain criteria
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Data Acquisition and Cleansing
• Web page crawling
– Product reviews are usually easier to collect
– Forum posts and blogs require more careful handling

• Web page parsing
– Text extraction from Web pages

• Document indexing
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Opinion Ranking
• Traditional Web search engines rank Web pages based on
authority and relevance scores [Liu, WDM2006]
• Main objectives of opinion ranking:
– Rank opinionated documents/sentences with high utilities or
information contents at the top
– Reflect the natural distribution of positive and negative opinions
(same as in traditional opinion surveys)

• Simple solution: one ranking for positive opinions and one for
negative ones, ratio of positive vs. negative as distribution
• Attribute-based summary for each opinion search is even
better, unfortunately this is very difficult to achieve
• Comparison search will be useful too, e.g. opinions on Yahoo!
mail vs. gmail vs. hotmail
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An Opinion Ranking Example [Zhang & Yu, TREC2007]
• Document retrieval
– In addition to keywords, certain concepts (named entities and
various types of phrases, e.g. Wikipedia entries) are also used
– Query expansion using synonyms of the search query and
relevant words from top-ranked documents
– Similarity/relevance score of each document with the expanded
query is calculated using both keywords and concepts

• Opinion classification: SVM
– Classifying each document into opinionated or not: subjective
reviews from rateitall.com and epinions.com as well as objective
information from Wikipedia are used as training data
– Classifying each opinionated document into positive, negative, or
mixed: reviews with star ratings from rateitall.com are used as
training examples
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Sentiment and Search
• http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/28/business/28borker.html?_r=2&pagewa
nted=all shows how bad sentiments can improve search ranking!
• http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/12/being-bad-to-your-customers-isbad-for.html gives Google's response!

Opinion Search and Retrieval – Summary
• Being a TREC task since 2006, many approaches
available [MacDonald et al, TREC2007]
• Main addition is the step of sentiment analysis
• Opinion ranking needs additional handling
• SVM classifiers have been popular among the best
performers

• Research on comparison search is still limited
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Opinion Spam
• Opinion spam: activities that try to deliberately mislead
readers or automated opinion mining systems
– Hype spam: giving undeserving positive opinions to some target
objects in order to promote the objects, or
– Defaming spam: giving unjust or false negative opinions to some
other objects in order to damage their reputations

• Review spam is becoming a major issue, e.g. see
http://travel.nytimes.com/2006/02/07/business/07guides.
html
• Automatically detecting spam opinions becomes more
and more critical
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Different Types of Opinion Spam
•

Bogus/fake opinions (hype, defaming reviews)
–

•

Generic reviews: comment on brands, manufacturers or
buyers/sellers, e.g.
–

•

“Canon digital cameras are the best on earth…”

Non-opinions (advertisements, transactional text, random
texts)
–
–
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“It's very expensive, however, I found www.yourfreeconsole.co.uk
and got one for free! As you probably know, it's an expensive item
for what it is... But, I didn't exactly pay for mine.”

“Get one for FREE!!! Have a look at this video first:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFKYVE__Mug Just take 2
minutes and read this. This is very EASY to do!”
“Item was exactly the same as what was promised on sellers web
page. Delivery was quick and professional. I am a very happy
camper and would buy again in the future.”

Opinion Spam Detection
• A binary classification problem [Jindal & Liu, WWW2007; Jindal & Liu,
WSDM2008]

• For types 2 & 3, three sets of features are used
– Review centric features: review text, #times that brands are
mentioned, percentage of opinion words, review length, #helpful
feedback, etc.
– Reviewer centric features: average ratings given by a reviewer,
standard deviation in rating, etc.
– Product centric features: product price, sales rank, average
rating, etc.

• Experimental results on product reviews seem promising
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Opinion Spam Detection (cont.)
• For type 1, it is very difficult because
– Manually labeling training data is very expensive
– Spammers can craft a spam review that is just like any innocent
review

• Research in this area is limited and in early stage, see
[Jindal & Liu, WSDM2008] for more details
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Opinion Quality Assessment
• Use consumer reviews of products as an example

• Usually posed as a regression task
– Many review aggregation sites have buttons to collect user
helpfulness feedback, which can be used for training and testing
– Many types of data features are used [Kim et al, EMNLP2006; Ghose & Ipeirotis,
ICEC2007; Zhang & Varadarajan, CIKM2006]

• Review length
• Review ratings (number of stars)
• Counts of some specific POS tags

• Opinion words and phrases
• TF-IDF weighting scores
• Product attribute mentions and product brands
• Comparison with product specifications…

• Main application is in opinion search (ranking)
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Useful Review vs. Spam
• Utility classification is different from spam detection
– Not-helpful or low quality reviews are not necessarily fake
reviews or spam
– Helpful reviews may not be non-spam

• Users often determine the usefulness of a review based
on whether it expresses opinions on many attributes of a
product
– Spammer can carefully craft a review that satisfies this
requirement
– Feedback spam: user feedbacks can be spammed too!

• A low quality review is still a valid review and should not
be discarded, but a spam review is untruthful and/or
malicious and should be removed once detected
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Sentiment Analysis Is Everywhere!

http://venturebeat.com/2011/0
3/20/why-sentimentanalysis-is-the-future-ofad-optimization/ discusses
ways to embed the
analysis in an application!!

Roadmap
1. Introduction

2. Sentiment Identification & Classification
3. Key Applications

4. Examples
5. Conclusions
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Examples – Two eBay Applications
• Application 1: Mining discussion forums
Vox Populi: Opinion Retrieval & Classification Engine

• Application 2: Enhancing eBay product reviews
– Product Review Miner: Feature-based opinion mining
– Product Reviews Spam Filtering
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Mining eBay User Discussion Boards
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Product Related

Community & Technology Boards
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Technology Related

Vox Populi: Opinion Retrieval and Classification
Example: Health & Beauty Forum
• Search: Mineral Makeup
• ~ 700 posts – 202 opinions
• Related Terms: Mineral Makeup, bare mineral, estee lauder, bishmuth
oxychloride, bare escentuals, everday minerals, mineral veil, titanium
dioxide
• Search Results: Positive, Negative, Neutral
Many of the newer mm companies are improving on the mineral makeup concept , and leaving
out the bismuth
Mineral makeup is so daunting because what works for one might not work for another
Aromaleigh is the mineral makeup that I have liked best .

Everything I 've read about Meow Mineral Makeup is positive so I 'm really looking forward to
trying them - I 'll update as soon as I get them !
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Example: Opinion Retrieval in Health & Beauty
Search: mineral makeup

Related Terms
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Trends

Sentiment Classification: Experiment
• Data set
– Human evaluation: 887 sentences - Two annotators
– Annotations are consistent on 776 sentences (67 positive; 389
negative; 320 neutral)

• Vox Populi Opinion Classifier - 2008 Lab Results

Precision
Recall

Positive

Negative

Neutral

59.6%
50.7%

77.2%
86.1%

78.2%
69.7%

Sarcasms in Technology discussion boards -> false positives
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Product Review Miner

Feature-based Sentiment Analysis of Product Reviews
• Document level:
Unstructured product reviews: free text + User ratings (1 to 5
stars)

• Topic/Feature level
- Ex: The powershot SD1100 is light and compact
Camera
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Weight

Size

Product Review Miner: Feature-based Opinion Mining

Product reviews
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Structuring eBay Product Reviews (2)
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A Peek at Product Oriented Opinion Mining
• Vocabulary Acquisition
– Polarity keywords
– Domain/Product keywords
The battery life and picture quality are great (+),
but the view finder is small (-) (* contextual orientation)

• Lexical Patterns
– The battery life is [not bad (-)] (+)
<topic1><not><neg> -> (+)
– This camcorder [would be great (+)](-) if the view finder was not so small

<condition><pos><*><if>  (-)
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Dictionary-based Vocabulary Acquisition
• Resources:
– The General Inquirer (http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer)
– SentiWordNet (http://patty.isti.cnr.it/~esuli/software/SentiWordNet)

Incomplete, does not capture
- Domain vocabulary
- Emotional Expressions
-Typos
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Corpus-based Vocabulary Extraction
• Extracting Word Collocations:
– Examples: battery life, going back, turn off, etc.

• Term Weighting: Extract domain and polarity terms
– Learn from examples:
• Product vocabulary: Compare different domains
• Polarity words: Positive vs. Negative reviews
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Vocabulary Extraction: Domain Vocabulary

Example: Camcorder Domain Vocabulary

Keyword Extractor
Camcorder reviews

Stroller reviews
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Compared to “Not Camcorder”

camera
video
hd
camcorder
recording
battery
battery life
image
screen
movie
film
shot
picture
stabilization
…

Camcorder domain
Keywords

Vocabulary Extraction: Polarity Keywords

Keyword Extractor

Camcorder
Negative Reviews

waste
not turn
poor
Return
turned
worst
terrible
audio
radio
setting
horrible
Broke
…

Negative Polarity Words

Compared to:
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Camcorder
Positive reviews

Review Cleaning: Products vs. Sellers vs. Ads

Item exactly what was promised on sellers webpage.
Delivery was quick and professional. I am a very happy
camper and would buy again in the future.

Product Reviews

Seller Reviews
fast email responses and fast shipping!!

Horrible Customer Service
Great seller...Great service....

Spam
I found www.yourfreeconsole.co.uk and got one for free!
I went to www.gadgets.ipodgifts.net and signed up and complete one offer. I would recommend
either The Total Credit Check or the eAuction tutor Offer they are both free and i kept the
eAuction tutor offer to use with ebay. Another cool offer is the king.com.

get a FREE Playstation3! Not a SCAM! the real thing!
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Product Review Quality Filtering

Goal: Overall product rating based only on product review ratings

Product Reviews
Seller Feedbacks

Review Filter

product review

Ads
Training
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Classification

Automated Product Review Cleaning: Lab Tests (2008)

• Training: Manually annotated data sets
Total Number
536
520
515

Books
DVDs
Video Game
Systems

good
58
36
43

fair
184
141
123

bad
167
234
160

mixed
46
20
35

feedback
80
87
135

Spam
1
2
19

• Product Review Classification Results

Review

Cross
Domain
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P
R
Seller
P
Feedback R
P
Ads
R

good + fair +bad  Review
mixed + feedback  Seller Feedback
93.82
97.56
93.04
82.60
67.65
54.76

(SVM Multi-Classification Model)

Roadmap
1. Introduction

2. Sentiment Identification & Classification
3. Key Applications

4. Examples
5. Conclusions
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Sentiment Analysis Summary
Direct opinions
(document-, sentence-, and attribute-levels)

Comparative opinions
(sentence-level)

Counting
polarity
words
Rule-based

Use comparative and
superlative words (mainly
adjectives and adverbs) as
well as special keywords
(e.g. same, similar) to learn
patterns around keywords.
Specialized sequence
classification algorithms are
often used, e.g. [Jindal & Liu,
2006]

Supervised
learning
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Use polarity dictionary (pre-defined or automatically
learnt) to identify and classify sentiments
Use Label Sequential Pattern (LSP) Matching to define
syntactic patterns for identification and classification of
sentiments, e.g. [Chaovalit & Zhou, HICSS2005; Kim &
Hovy, COLING2004; Turney, ACL2002; Yu &
Hazivassiloglou, EMNLP2003]
Use machine learning techniques (Naïve Bayesian,
Maximum Entropy, Support Vector Machines, and
Logistic Regression) to build classifiers for identification
and classification of sentiments, e.g. [Goldberg & Zhu,
Workshop on TextGraphs, at HLT-NAAL2006; Mullen &
Collier, EMNLP2004; Pang & Lee, ACL2005; Wiebe &
Rilloff, CICLing2005]

Conclusions
• Sentiment Analysis tackles challenging tasks that involve
NLP and text mining
• Being well studied yet many challenging problems not
solved

• Strong commercial interest
– Companies want to know how their products are being perceived
– Prospective consumers want to know what existing users think

• Many start-ups emerging
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Current Trends
• http://www.opfine.com/ examines sentiment in market news
– “buzz” is quantified and compared with other metrics such as price,
trading-volume, etc.
– Reliable and representative data sources are necessary
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Political Campaigns and Sentiments
• http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/01/technology/01sentiment.html
discusses applications in political campaigns
– http://www.feeltiptop.com/obama.php examines sentiment trends to
allow comparison with other timelines

Everyone Is Interested!!!

• http://www.wired.co
m/dangerroom/2009
/10/exclusive-usspies-buy-stake-intwitter-blogmonitoring-firm/
reports on interest
from intelligence
agencies…

Future Research – Challenges…
• Identify implicit opinions, e.g.
– “I will never go back to any other camera”
– “every person on Earth should own one of these”

• Determine whether the subject and the object are relevant to
the “true object”, e.g. in a phone review
– “My mom was mad at me because I didn’t tell her I bought a new
phone”

• Identify irony/sarcasm, e.g.
– “Do you know there is a search engine called Google” (in a poor
search context)
– “This product is apparently designed by high school students”

• Standard data set for training/testing/evaluation is in great
demand
• Social aspect: mine opinions from similar people only
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Online Resources
•

Bing Liu. Sentiment Analysis and Subjectivity, in Handbook of Natural Language Processing, Second Edition
(editors: N. Indurkhya and F. J. Damerau), 2010

•

Bo Pang and Lillian Lee. Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis, in Foundations and Trends in Information
Retrieval, 2(1-2), pp. 1–135, 2008.

•

Sentiment Analysis Symposium: http://www.sentimentanalysissymposium.com/index.html

•

OpenNLP: http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/
– An organizational center for open source projects related to natural language processing, hosting a variety of
java-based NLP tools which perform sentence detection, tokenization, pos-tagging, chunking and parsing,
named-entity detection, and co-reference using the OpenNLP Maxent machine learning package.

•

SentiWordNet: http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
– a polarity dictionary with strength scores.

•

OpinionFinder in MPQA: http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
– a system that processes documents and automatically identifies subjective sentences as well as various
aspects of subjectivity within sentences, including agents who are sources of opinion, direct subjective
expressions and speech events, and sentiment expressions. OpinionFinder was developed by researchers at
the University of Pittsburgh, Cornell University, and the University of Utah.

•

LingPipe: http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
– a tool kit for text mining tasks such as sentiment analysis (http://aliasi.com/lingpipe/demos/tutorial/sentiment/read-me.html), named entity extraction, spelling correction, etc.

•

VoxPop: http://blog.typeslashcode.com/voxpop/
– A thesis project on sentiment analysis by Andrew Mahon and Zeke Shore at Parsons School of Design,
aiming to explore reader sentiment within comments of New York Times articles
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